I Description and Identification
Fill in the label information below:
This vessel conforms to engineering standard SD37 Vessel Title Cooling System Receiving Tank
Vessel Number_ _ _RD..; ; ; , , ..; .0; , ..; ; :S; , Director's signature (or designee) if the vessel is for manned areas but doesn't conform to the requirements of the standard. _________________________________________~Date: _________________ Lab Property Number(s):________________________~--------------___________ Lab Location Code: DAB-AH (obtain from Safety Officer) Is the above enough to provide relief cracking pressure tolerance plus system uncertainty tolerance per M-9.
As an option, provide a photo of the entire vessel in the Appendix.
-
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Description and Identification
This vessel conforms to engineering standard S037
Vessel Title Cooling System Receiving Tank
Vessel Number RD 4003 As an option, provide a photo of the entire vessel in the Appendix. 
